Introduction

Cochlear implant system
For individuals with severe to profound hearing losses, due to disease or damage to the inner ear, acoustic stimulation (via hearing aids) may not provide sufficient information for adequate speech perception. In such cases direct electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve by surgically implanted electrodes has been beneficial in restoring useful hearing. This chapter will provide a general overview regarding sound perception through electrical stimulation using multi channel cochlear implants. (Cowan, 2007) 
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The multiple channel cochlear implants consist of 1) a microphone which picks up sounds from the environment, 2) a sound processor which converts the analog sounds into a digitally coded signal, 3) a transmitting coil which transmits this information to the 4) receiver stimulator which decodes the radio frequency signals transmitted from the sound processor into the electrical stimuli responsible for auditory nerve stimulation via 5) an electrode array which provides multiple sites of stimulation within the cochlea (figure 1). (Seligman, 2007) .
Most of the current cochlear implant systems use intracochlear and extracochlear electrodes. Three different modes of current stimulation have been used in cochlear implant systemsMonopolar, bipolar and common ground (figure 2a). In monopolar stimulation, current is passed between one active intracochlear electrode and the extracochlear electrodes (which provide the return current path) placed either as a ball electrode under the temporalis muscle (MP1) or a plate electrode on the receiver casing (MP2) (figure 2b). When both of these extracochlear electrodes act as return electrodes in parallel, it is called MP1+2 configuration. In bipolar stimulation, current flows between an active and a return electrode within the cochlea; whereas in common ground stimulation, current flows from one electrode within the cochlea to all other intracochlear electrodes.
Speech processing in cochlear implants
The basic function of speech processing is to extract the speech information present in the acoustic signals and process it to produce a decoded version of the electrical stimulation signals that are transmitted as radio frequency (RF) signals to the receiver stimulator. The receiver stimulator converts this information into electrical stimulation patterns. A number of speech processing strategies are available in current CI systems. This presents a choice of fitting parameters when setting up a system for individual patients. These parameters include the rate of stimulation, number of channels to be activated, mode of stimulation, electrical pulse width etc. These parameters along with the amplitude mapping of all available electrodes define a "map" for an individual cochlear implantee. Amplitude mapping involves measuring for each active electrode, the user's threshold (T) level that is the level at which he/ she can just hear the stimulus and the maximum comfortable (C) level, that is, the level which produces a loud but comfortable sensation. These maps are loaded in the client's sound processor. An individual cochlear implantee's speech perception outcomes may differ based on the type of strategy he/she is using (Pasanisi et al., 2002; Psarros et al., 2002; Skinner et al., 2002a, b; Plant et al., 2002) The current Nucleus ® cochlear implants employ filter bank strategies which analyse the incoming signal using a bank or band-pass filters. The earliest filter bank strategy implemented in Nucleus cochlear implants called Spectral Maxima Sound processor (SMSP) (McDermott et al., 1992) did not extract features from the speech waveform. Instead, the incoming speech signal was sent to 16 band pass filters with centre frequencies from 250 Hz to 5400 Hz. The output from the six channels with the greatest amplitude (maxima) was compressed to fit the patient's electrical dynamic range. The resultant output was then sent to the six selected electrodes at a rate of 250 pulses per channel (pps/ch). It is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide detailed information on all available speech coding strategies. A more comprehensive review of speech processing strategies is provided in Loizou (1998) . A brief review of the most commonly currently used speech processing strategy in Nucleus devices is provided in section 1.2.3. Figure 3 shows the overall signal flow in the most commonly used filterbank strategies: Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS), Spectral Peak (SPEAK) and Advanced combination Encoders (ACE™). 
Front end
T h e i n p u t s i g n a l i s a t f i r s t p i c k e d u p by the microphone and undergoes front end processing. The front end includes a preamplifier, pre-emphasis, automatic gain control and sensitivity control. The preamplifier amplifies the weak signals so that they can be easily handled by the rest of the signal processing. After that a pre-emphasis of 6dB/octave in frequency is applied to the signal. This again increases the gain for high frequency speech sounds. The automatic gain control helps reduce distortion or overloading. In Nucleus systems, the AGC has infinite compression, that is, the signal is at first amplified linearly to a certain level and compressed if it reaches beyond that fixed point. This type of compression controls only the amplitude without distorting the temporal pattern of the speech waveform. The last part of the front end processing is automatic sensitivity control (ASC). Sensitivity refers to the effective gain of the sound processor and affects the minimum acoustic signal strength required to produce stimulation. At a higher sensitivity setting less signal strength is needed. On the other hand, at very low sensitivity settings, higher sound pressure levels are needed to stimulate threshold or comfortable levels. The sensitivity setting determines when the AGC will start acting and is aligned to C-level stimulation. This is automated in the current Nucleus cochlear implant devices and is called as ASC. The front end processing discussed so far is similar in SPEAK, CIS or ACE.
Filterbank
After the front end processing, the signal passes through a series of partially overlapping band pass filters (each passing a different frequency range) where the signal is analyzed in terms of frequency and amplitude. The filterbank splits the audio signal into number of frequency bands simulating the auditory filter mechanism in normal hearing. The filter bands in the ACE strategy in current Nucleus processors are spaced linearly from 188 to 1312 Hz and thereafter logarithmically up to 7938 Hz. Each filter band is allocated to one intracochlear electrode in the implant system according to the tonotopic relationship between frequency and place in the cochlea.
Different speech coding strategies differ in the number of filter bands they use. For example the Nucleus implementation of CIS strategy has a small number (4 to 12) of wide bands, and SPEAK and ACE strategies have a large number (20 to 22) of narrow bands. The maximum number of bands is determined by the number of electrodes that are available in the particular implant system.
Sampling and selection
To produce a satisfactory digital representation of a signal, the acoustic signal needs to be sampled sufficiently rapidly. According to the Nyquist theorem, the sampling rate should be twice the frequency to be represented. Aliasing errors can occur at lower rates. In the SPrint™ and Freedom™ processors, the filterbank uses a mathematical algorithm known as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This technique splits the spectrum into discrete lines or "bins" spaced at regular intervals in frequency. The sound is sampled at a regular rate in blocks, typically of 128 samples. The sampling rate for the Nucleus processors (SPrint™ and Freedom™ BTE) that use FFT is 16 kHz.
On the other hand, the ESPrit™ processors use analog switched capacitor filters. For smaller behind the ear units such as ESPrit™ and ESPrit™ 3G processors (used in the experiments discussed in this chapter, sections 3 and 4) switched capacitor filters were used because they were most power efficient at that time. These switched capacitor filters sample low frequencies at a rate of 19 kHz and high frequencies at a rate of 78 kHz. This filtered signal is further rectified to extract the envelopes. In the ESPrit™ series of processors filter outputs are measured using peak detectors. These peak detectors in ESPrit™ processors are matched to the time response of the filters as each filter in the filterbank has different time response. The Med-El implants use Hilbert transform for measuring filter outputs. Hilbert transform gives amplitude response equal to bandpass filter response.
After the low pass filtering in SPrint™ / Freedom™ and peak detection in ESPrit™ processors, the outputs are further analyzed for the amplitude maxima. Each analysis window selects N maxima amplitudes (depending on the strategy) from filterbank outputs. The rate at which a set of N amplitude maxima are selected is referred to as the update rate. In Freedom™/ SPrint™ processors this rate is fixed at 760 Hz. However, in the ESPrit™ series of processors, it varies. For the high level sounds, the update rate is 4 kHz and for low level sounds, it is 1 kHz. This is also the rate at which new information is generated by the sound processor. In Med-El sound processors, using CIS strategy, new data is available from the sound processor at the stimulation rate.
The following sections describe how sampling and selection is done for each strategy.
Spectral Peak (SPEAK) strategy
The Spectral Peak (SPEAK) strategy is a derivative of the SMSP strategy (McDermott,et al.,1992) where the number of channels was increased from 16 to 20 with the center frequencies ranging from 250-10,000Hz. The frequency boundaries of the filters could be varied. It also provided flexibility to choose the number of maxima from one to ten with an average of six. The selected electrodes were stimulated at a fixed rate that varied between 180 and 300 pps/ch. The stimulation rate was varied depending upon the number of maxima selected. In case of limited spectral content, lesser maxima were selected and the stimulation rate increased which provided more temporal information and hence may have compensated for reduced spectral cues. Similarly when more maxima were selected, the stimulation rate was reduced (Loizou, 1998) . This strategy was implemented in the Spectra sound processor (Seligman and Mc Dermott, 1995) and was next incorporated in the Nucleus 24™ series of sound processors. However, the SPrint™ and Freedom™ systems (in Nucleus 24 series) used a fixed analysis rate of 250 Hz. Nucleus 24 also allowed for higher rates which are covered in the description of ACE strategy (section 1.2.3.3). A typical SPEAK strategy in the Nucleus devices consists of 250 pps/ch stimulation rate with the selection of six or eight maxima out of 20 channels.
Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) strategy
The CIS strategy (Wilson et al., 1991) was developed for the Ineraid implant. In this strategy, the filterbank has six frequency bands. The envelope of the waveform is estimated at the output of each filter. These envelope signals are sampled at a fixed rate. The envelope outputs are finally compressed to fit the dynamic range of electric hearing and then used to modulate biphasic pulses. The filter output in terms of electrical pulses is delivered to six fixed intracochlear electrodes. The key feature of the CIS strategy is the use of higher stimulation rates to provide better representation of temporal information. The variations in the pulse amplitude can track the rapid changes in the speech signal. This is possible due to the shorter pulses with minimal delays/inter-pulse interval (Wilson et al., 1993) . The possible benefits of using high stimulation rates are discussed further in the Section 2. The stimulation rate used in the CIS strategy is generally 800 pps/ch or higher. A modified version (CIS+) of the CIS strategy is used these days, more typically in Med-El implants. CIS+ uses a Hilbert Transformation (Stark and Tuteur, 1979) to represent the amplitude envelope of the filter outputs. This transformation tracks the acoustic signal more closely for a more accurate representation of its temporal dynamics compared to the other techniques used to represent the amplitude envelope in other implant systems like "wave rectification", "low-pass filtering" or "fast Fourier transform" (Med-El, 2008 ).
Advanced combination encoder (ACE™) strategy
The ACE™ strategy (Vandali et al., 2000) is similar to the SPEAK strategy except that it combines the higher stimulation rate feature of the CIS strategy. Selection of electrodes is similar to the SPEAK strategy; however it can also be programmed to stimulate fixed electrode sites as in CIS. Thus this strategy attempts to provide the combined benefits of good spectral and temporal information for speech. Figure 4 depicts the schematic diagram of the ACE strategy. The filter bands in the ACE strategy are spaced linearly from 188 to 1312 Hz and thereafter logarithmically up to 7938 Hz. The output of the filters is low pass filtered with an envelope cut off frequency between 200 and 400 Hz (In SPrint™ and Freedom™ processors). The ESPrit™ series of processors use peak detectors (discussed in section 1.2.3) rather than low pass filtering. After the envelopes from each of the band pass filters are extracted, a subset of filters with the highest amplitudes is selected. These are called maxima which can number from 1 to 20. The range of stimulation rates in ACE can be selected from a range of 250 to 3500 pps/ch. 
Amplitude mapping
The next stage is amplitude mapping where energy in each filter band decides the amplitude of the pulses delivered to the corresponding electrodes. An amplitude conversion function is applied to convert acoustic levels into electrical levels. This function is described in terms of T-SPL and C-SPL. T-SPL refers to the sound pressure level (SPL) required to stimulate at threshold level (around 25 dB) and C-SPL refers to the sound pressure level required to stimulate at maximum comfortable level (65 dB). For speech at normal conversational levels, there are hardly any speech sounds below 25 dB SPL. A standard 40 dB input dynamic range (IDR) that is the difference between the T-SPL and C-SPL is mapped on to an electrical or output dynamic range which depends on the threshold and maximum comfortable electrical levels (typically about 8 dB). Thus, the output from the filters is compressed to fit the electrical dynamic range. The compression is described by the loudness growth function. The parameter Q (steepness factor) controls the steepness of the loudness growth curve (figure 5). Nucleus ESPrit™ processors operate on the input DR of 30 dB. IDR can be increased up to 50 dB in current Nucleus sound processors.
Radio frequency (RF) encoder
The data from the sound processor is transmitted to the receiver stimulator. The transmitted code is made up of a digital data stream and transmitted by pulsing the RF carrier. The receiver-stimulator decodes the current specific information (e.g. electrode selection, current level, mode of stimulation etc.) and converts this information into electrical stimulus pulses.
The biphasic electrical current pulses are then delivered non-simultaneously to the corresponding electrodes at a fixed rate. The non-simultaneous presentation (one electrode is stimulated at one time) of current pulses is used to avoid channel interaction (Wilson et al., 1998) . The range of stimulation rates available in current Nucleus devices range from 250 pps/ch to 3500 pps/ch. In the current study the Nucleus ESPrit™ 3G processor was used which has a maximum stimulation rate of 2400 pps/ch. However, it is unlikely that these higher stimulation rates provide any additional temporal information unless the processor update rate is at least equivalent (760 Hz in SPrint™ and Freedom™ processors and 1000 -4000 Hz in ESPrit™ processors). From the signal processing point of view, the ESPrit™ series of processors have the potential to add new temporal information with high rates because of their higher update rate (1-4 kHz).
Electrical hearing
As discussed in the sections above, various speech coding strategies and choice of fitting parameters are available in current CI systems. Studies have demonstrated that different strategies and/or parameter choices can provide benefits to individual patients but there is no clear method for determining these for a particular individual. The current literature in this area shows a lack of consistency in outcomes, particularly, when the electrical stimulation rate is varied. There could be some underlying physiological or psychological correlates behind it. For example the outcomes may be related to the temporal processing abilities of CI users. This section will review some of the existing literature pertaining to the stimulation rate effects on the performance of the cochlear implant subjects.
Stimulation rate effects on speech perception
The stimulus signals delivered in existing CI systems are generally derived by sampling the temporal envelope of each channel at some constant (analysis) rate and using its intensity to control the stimulation current level delivered to the corresponding electrode site (again at a constant stimulation rate which is typically equal to the analysis rate). The range of stimulation rates employed in devices varies extensively amongst systems from low (<500 pps/ch), to moderate (500-1000 pps/ch), through to high (>1000 pps/ch). Figure 6 shows the effect of stimulation rate in processing the syllable /ti/. The bottom most waveform is the original speech envelope of channel 5 for the syllable /ti/. As seen in the 200 pps/ch stimulation rate condition, pulses are spaced relatively far apart, so this sort of processing may not be able to extract all of the important temporal fine structure of the original waveform. When a higher pulse rate is used, the pulses are placed more closely and they can carry the temporal fine structure more precisely (Loizou et al., 2000) . From a signal processing point of view this seems reasonable, however in practice, perceptual performance of CI users is often not improved when using higher rates. Figure 6 . The pulsatile waveforms for channel 5 of the syllable /ti/ with stimulation rates of 200 pps/ ch and 2000 pps/ch. The syllable /ti/ was band pass filtered into six channels and the output was rectified and sampled at the rates indicated in this figure. The bottom panel shows the speech envelope of channel 5 for syllable /ti/ (modified from Loizou et al., 2000) .
When considering the appropriate rate to employ for coding of F0 temporal information, Nyquist's theorem states that the rate must be at least twice the highest frequency to be represented. However, according to McKay et al (1994) , the stimulation rate for CI systems should be at least four times the highest frequency to be represented. This suggests that rates of >1200 pps per channel are needed to effectively code the voice pitch range up to 300 Hz. On the other hand studies examining neural responses to electrical stimulation in animals have shown that at rates above >800 pps/ch, there is poorer phase locking and less effective entrainment of neurons due to refractory effects being more dominant (Parkins, 1989; Dynes &Delgutte, 1992) . It is therefore simplistic to assume that a higher stimulation rate alone will necessarily result in more effective transfer of temporal information in the auditory system.
Burst
A number of studies explored the effect of stimulation rate on speech perception in CI users. Results for some of the previous studies using the continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) speech coding strategy and the MED-El implant showed benefits for moderate and high stimulation rates (Loizou et al, 2000; Keifer et al, 2000; Verchuur, 2005; Nie et al, 2006) . However, other studies using the CIS strategy did not show a benefit for high rates (Plant et al, 2002; Friesen et al, 2005) . The comparison of these studies is complicated by the use of different implant systems. Studies using the Nucleus devices with 22 intracochlear electrodes and the ACE strategy did not show a conclusive benefit for higher rates (Vandali et al, 2000; Holden et al, 2002; Weber et al, 2007; Plant et al, 2007) . Again, there are some limitations in these studies due to the specific hardware used. The higher stimulation rates tested by Vandali et al (2000) and Holden et al (2002) probably did not add any extra temporal information due to the limited analysis rate of 760 Hz employed in the SPrint™ processor used in those studies. Many of these studies reported large individual variability among subjects. Although the recent study by Plant et al (2007) found no significant group mean differences between higher rate and lower rate programs, five of the 15 subjects obtained significantly better scores with higher rates (2400 pps/ch & 10 maxima, or 3500 pps/ch & 9 maxima) compared to lower rates (1200 pps/ch & 10 maxima, or 1200 pps/ch & 12 maxima) for speech tests conducted in quiet or noise. Only two subjects obtained significant benefits in both tests using the higher set of rates, and the results were not conclusive because significant learning effects were observed in the study. Likewise, in the study by Weber et al (2007) , group speech perception scores in quiet and noise did not demonstrate a significant difference between stimulation rates of 500, 1200, and 3500 pps/ch using the ACE strategy. However, some variability in individual scores was observed for six of the 12 subjects for the sentences in noise test.
Reports on subjects' preferences for particular stimulation rates with Nucleus devices have shown results in favor of low to moderate stimulation rates. In the study done by Vandali et al (2000) , 250 and 807 pps/ch rates were preferred over 1615 pps/ch. Similarly, Balkany et al (2007) reported preferences for slower set of rates (500 to 1200 pps/ch, ACE strategy) for 37 of the 55 subjects, compared to faster set of rates (1800 to 3500 pps/ ch, ACE RE strategy). Authors also reported that the rate preference by individual subjects tended towards the slower rates within each of the two sets of stimulation rates. Similarly, in a clinical trial conducted in North America and Europe by Cochlear Ltd (2007) on subject selection of stimulation rate with the Nucleus Freedom system, there was a preference for stimulation rates of 1200 pps/ch or lower. Speech perception test results also showed improved performance with stimulation rates of 1200 pps/ch or lower compared to a higher set of rates (1800, 2400, and 3500 pps/ch).
Perception of complex sounds in electric hearing
Both spectral and temporal information in acoustic signals encoded by the auditory system are important for speech perception in normal hearing. Spectral and temporal information are coded by the site (or place) and timing of neural activity along the basilar membrane respectively. For speech sounds, (broad) spectral information such as, the frequency and bandwidth of vowel formants, is encoded via place along the tonotopic axis of the cochlea. Fine spectral structure is also encoded, such as the frequency of the fundamental (F0) and lower-order harmonics of the fundamental for voiced sounds (Plomp, 1967; Houtsma, 1990) .
Temporal properties of speech encoded in the auditory system comprise low frequency envelope cues (<50 Hz) which provide information about phonetic features of speech, higher frequency envelope information (>50 Hz), such as F0 periodicity information in auditory filters in which vowel harmonics are not resolved, and most importantly fine temporal structure (Rosen, 1992) . The perceived quality or timbre of complex sounds is mostly attributable to the spectral shape. For example, each vowel has specific formant frequencies and patterning of these formant frequencies helps in determining the vowel quality and vowel identity (Moore, 2003b) .
The frequency coding in cochlear implants takes place in two ways: a) spectral information presented via the distribution of energy on multiple electrodes along the cochlea, b) temporal information which is mainly presented via the amplitude envelopes of the electrical stimulation pulses. These two ways of coding and the spectral shape coding are described in the following sub sections.
Spectral/ Place pitch coding
In current multichannel cochlear implants, the pitch sensations produced at various electrodes vary depending on the position of electrodes at different sites in the cochlea (Simmons, 1966; Pialoux et al., 1976; Clark et al., 1978; Tong et al., 1979 Tong et al., , 1982 Burian et al., 1979 ). An important finding of some of these studies was that the subjects' description of pitch being sharp or dull depended on whether the higher or lower frequency regions excited according to the tonotopic organization of the cochlea (Clark et al., 1978; Tong et al., 1979 Tong et al., , 1982 Donaldson and Nelson, 2000; Busby and Clark, 2000) . However, place coding is relatively crude due to the limited numbers of electrodes (up to 22) in current cochlear implant systems compared to approximately 15,000 receptor hair cells in the normal cochlea, degeneration of auditory nerve fibres innervating the cochlea, and the fact that electrode arrays do not access the full length of the cochlea (Ketten et al., 1998; Baskent and Shannon, 2004) . That is, the most apical electrodes do not stimulate the most apical site in the cochlea. In addition, the tonotopicity seen in the CI is not perfect in all subjects. Some subjects cannot discriminate between the pitches across different electrodes and/or a more basal electrode may sound lower in pitch than a more apical one (so called pitch reversal) (Busby et al., 1994; Cohen et al., 1996; Nelson et al., 1995; Donaldson and Nelson, 2000) . Spatial separation between electrodes has also been found to affect CI users' pitch perception ability. Increased separation improved pitch ranking performance of CI subjects (Nelson et al., 1995; Tong and Clark, 1985) . In addition, most CI listeners cannot make full use of the spectral information available through their implants. Friesen et al. (2001) reported no significant improvement in speech perception (in quiet and noise) as the number of electrodes was increased beyond eight. The above mentioned place anomalies could affect the speech perception of cochlear implantees as spectral pitch is an important attribute in speech. Therefore, the use of temporal information to assist speech perception for cochlear implant users may be quite important. 
Temporal pitch coding
In current fixed rate speech processing strategies, the amplitude of the pulse trains on each electrode is modulated by the amplitude envelope of the acoustic signal (figure 7). The amplitude of pulse trains on each electrode depends on their corresponding amplitudes estimated from the filter bank. These amplitude variations over time are responsible for the subjective temporal pitch in cochlear implant users. In these filter bank strategies, the speech information is low pass filtered within each frequency band using a filter frequency between 200-400 Hz with the elimination of most of the fine temporal structure. Thus, temporal information is mainly presented via the amplitude envelopes of the electrical stimulation pulses. The slower overall variations in amplitude over time modulating high-frequency carrier refer to the envelope of a waveform. The rapid variations in amplitude over time with average rate close to the carrier signal are described as the fine structure portion of a waveform. An example of a filtered speech waveform with its envelope and fine structure composition is depicted in figure 8.
As mentioned earlier, temporal information provides envelope, periodicity and fine structure information in speech (Rosen, 1992) . Low frequency temporal envelope information is sufficient for segmental speech information (Fu and Shannon, 2000; Shannon et al., 1995; Xu et al., 2002) . These studies show that 16-20 Hz temporal information is sufficient when adequate spectral cues are available and in case of poor spectral cues subjects may be forced to use envelope frequencies up to 50 Hz. On the other hand, higher frequency temporal cues may assist CI listeners to perceive the finer fundamental frequency (F0) temporal cues. Fu et al. (2004) found that for normal hearing subjects and cochlear implantees, voice gender recognition improved when the speech envelope low pass filter frequency was increased from 20-320 Hz. It is possible that if a listener can attend to the voice pitch of the target speaker, he can separate the speech from competing noise thereby improving the overall speech perception (Brokx and Nooteboom, 1982; Assmann and Summerfield, 1990) . A need for higher resolution spectral information (for instance, an increased number of channels) is likely to be needed for improving speech perception in noise (Fu et al., 1998; Dorman et al., 1998) . If this increased spectral resolution can not be obtained with current electrode technology, better coding of periodicity cues may provide another avenue for improving performance for CI users. Psychophysical studies of electrical stimulation in the human auditory system indicate that temporal pitch information up to 300 Hz is probably available to CI users (Eddington et al., 1978; Tong et al., 1979; Shannon, 1983; Moore & Carlyon, 2005) .These studies used steady pulse trains (with varied rate of stimulation) delivered to single electrode sites. For very low pulse rates (<50 Hz), the signal is reported to be perceived as buzz-like sound and for rates above 300 Hz, a little change in perceived pitch is reported. This ability of CI users varies with a few being able to discriminate rate increases up to 1000 Hz (Fearn and Wolfe, 2000; Townshend et al., 1987) .
Coding of spectral shape/timbre
Spectral shape is important in the perception of complex sounds, including dynamic characteristics; however, in cochlear implant users it is particularly important. Spectral shape discrimination can help in identifying vowels in the speech and many other types of sound even when other acoustic cues are absent (McDermott, 2004) . In the normal auditory system spectral shape is represented by the relative response across filters. There are different ways to code the relative level across filters such as relative firing rates of neurons as a function of characteristic frequency (place coding); relative amount of phase locking between neurons and the different frequency components (temporal coding); and by the level dependent phase changes on the basilar membrane. In implant systems, spectral shape, like frequency coding is coded by filtering the signal into several frequency bands and the relative magnitude of the electric signal across electrode channels. The coding of spectral shape cannot be as precise as that in the normal ear due to the relatively small number of effective channels in current cochlear implant systems. In addition, the detailed temporal information relating to formant frequencies is not conveyed due to the inability to effectively code temporal information above about 300 Hz. One approach to improving the representation of the temporal envelope and higher frequency periodicity cues is to increase the low pass filter frequency applied to the amplitude envelope and/or to use higher stimulation rates. However, results so far do not conclusively show benefit for higher rates (section 2.1). Furthermore, it is also not clear how effectively CI listeners can resolve these temporal modulations.
In normal hearing and hearing impaired subjects, temporal resolution can be characterized by the temporal modulation transfer function (TMTF) which relates the threshold for detecting changes in the amplitude of a sound to the rapidity of changes/modulation frequency (Bacon and Viemeister, 1985; Burns and Viemeister, 1976; Moore and Glasberg, 2001) . In this task, modulation detection can be measured for a series of modulation frequencies. The stimuli used in these experiments are either amplitude modulated noise or complex tones. To study temporal modulation independent from spectral resolution, spectral cues are removed by using broadband noise as a carrier. This type of stimulus has waveform envelope variations but no spectral cues. Complex tones are the combination of two or more pure tones. This type of sinusoidal amplitude modulated (SAM) signal has components at fcfm, fc, fc+fm where fc is the carrier frequency and fm is the modulation frequency (figure 9b).
The components above and below the centre frequency are called sidebands. If fc (e.g.1200, 1400, 1600 Hz) is an integer multiple of fm (200 Hz), it forms a harmonic structure otherwise, it is called an inharmonic waveform. In signal theory and acoustic literature, amplitude modulated signals are described by the formula:
where t is time and m is the modulation index (m= 1 means 100% modulation). Figure 9 (a) shows an example of an amplitude modulated signal. The pink color waveform shows the depth of modulation. In acoustic hearing, m = MD (modulation depth) which is defined as:
where peak and trough refer to the peak and trough (Sound Pressure Level, SPL) levels of the modulation envelope.
However, in cochlear implant stimulation, the loudness of signals is governed more-so by peaks in the stimulus envelope rather than average stimulus level. Thus, when presenting AM signals to CI users, the peak level of the AM signal is held fixed and only the trough of the modulation envelope is reduced. Eq. 3 describes the SAM formula used in study 2.
where fc is the carrier frequency, fm is the modulation frequency, t is time, m is the modulation index which controls the modulation depth (MD), where
and where modulation depth (in cochlear implant stimulation) is defined by the peak over trough (peak/trough) level in the envelope. The psychophysical measure tested in study 2 was modulation detection threshold (MDT) which refers to the depth of modulation necessary to just allow discrimination between a modulated and unmodulated waveform. In this study stimuli were presented through the cochlear implant sound processor. Modulation depth (MD) was converted into modulation index (m) using Eq. (3) for all analysis. This was because most of the studies which measured modulation detection in CI recipients have used modulation index (m) for analysis purposes. The limitation with the sinusoidal carriers is that the modulation introduces sidebands which can be heard as separate signals. Also the results of modulation detection may be influenced by the "off frequency listening". That is if the carrier and the modulated frequency are separated quite apart the sounds can be heard from the auditory filters centered at the carrier frequency or the sideband frequency depending on the intensity of modulation (Moore and Glasberg, 2001 ). However, in study 2 a sinusoidal carrier was used instead of noise as the carrier because subjects with cochlear hearing loss have reduced frequency selectivity (Glasberg and Moore, 1986; Moore, 2003) leading to poor spectral resolution of the sidebands. Thus, TMTF in such cases is mainly influenced by temporal resolution over a wide range of modulation frequencies (Moore and Glasberg, 2001) . It is also difficult for the CI users to spectrally resolve the components of complex tones (Shannon, 1983) . In addition; the noise signal would have its own temporal envelope which can confound the results of modulation detection (Moore and Glasberg, 2001 ).
Study 1: Effect of stimulation rate on speech perception
This section provides the details of the study by Arora et al (2009) , which examined the effect of low to moderate stimulation rates on speech perception in Nucleus CI users with addition of two more subjects.
Rationale
If low to moderate stimulation rates do indeed provide equivalent or better speech perception, then recipients may also benefit from reductions in system power consumption and processor/device size and complexity. So far, low to moderate rates have not been explored well in Nucleus™ 24 implants with the ACE strategy, especially in the range of 250-900 pps/ch in spite of the fact that this range of rates is often used clinically 1 with Nucleus devices, (which worldwide are the most used devices so far among CI recipients). The authors thus chose to examine rates of 275, 350, 500, and 900 pps/ch in this study.
This study was specifically designed to determine:  Whether rates of stimulation (between 275 and 900 pps/ch) have an effect on the speech perception in quiet and noise for the group of adult CI subjects.  Whether optimal rate varies among various subjects.  Whether there is a relation between the subjective preference measured with comparative questionnaire and the speech perception scores.
Method
Ten postlingually deaf adult subjects using the Nucleus™ 24 Contour™ implant and ESPrit™ 3G sound processor participated in the study. The ACE strategy was used for all stimulation rates. For the 275 pps/ch case, the stimulation rate was jittered in time by approximately 10%, which tends to lower the rate to approximately 250 pps/ch. This was done to minimize the audibility of the constant stimulation rate. It may have been beneficial if all other stimulation rates tested in this study were also jittered (i.e., to avoid a possible confound). The number of maxima was eight for all the conditions. Clinical default settings for pulse width, mode (MP1+2) and frequency to electrode mapping were employed. The pulse width was increased in cases where current level needed to exceed 255 CL units to achieve comfortable levels. The sound processor was set at the client's preferred sensitivity and held constant throughout the study.
Thresholds (T-levels) and Comfortable listening levels (C-levels) were measured for all mapped electrodes and for each rate condition. T-levels were measured using a modified Hughson-Westlake procedure with an ascending step size of 2 current levels (CLs) and a descending step size of 4 CLs. C-levels were measured with an ascending technique that slowly increases the levels from the baseline T-levels until the client reported that the sound was loud but still comfortable. Loudness balancing was performed at C-levels as well as at 50% level of the dynamic range, using a sweep across four consecutive electrodes at a time. Subjects were asked whether stimulation of all four electrodes sounded equally loud and if not, T-and C-levels were adjusted as necessary. Speech like noise "ICRA" (International Collegium of Rehabilitative Audiology) (Dreschler et al., 2001 ) was presented at 60 dB SPL RMS for all programs to ensure that each were similar in loudness for conversational speech. The comparison was conducted using a paired-comparison procedure, in which all possible pairings of conditions were compared twice. Adjustments were made to C-levels if necessary to achieve similar loudness across all rate programs. Figure 10 shows percentage correct CNC word scores for the ten subjects for the four stimulation rate programs. The scores were averaged across the two evaluation sessions. Repeated measures two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the group revealed no significant differences across the four rate programs (F [3, 27] = 2.14; p= 0.118). Furthermore, there was no significant main effect for session (F [3, 27] = 2.05; p= 0.186). The interaction effect between rate and session was not significant (F [3, 27] = 2.30; p= 0.099).
Results
CNC words
In the individual analyses, subject 1 showed significantly better scores for the 500 and 900 pps/ch programs compared to the 350 pps/ch program. There was no significant difference between the 500 and 900 pps/ch programs. Subject 8 showed best CNC scores with the 500 pps/ch program but the 900 pps/ch program showed poorer performance compared to all other programs. Subject 10 showed significantly better scores with 500 pps/ch compared to the 350 pps/ch program. Figure 11 shows average SRTs obtained for each subject and the group SRT on the SIT sentences for each stimulation rate program. Lower SRT values indicate better speech perception in noise. Repeated measures two-way analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect for stimulation rate (F [3, 27] = 7.79; p<0.001). Group analysis showed significantly better SRT with the 500 pps/ch program compared to 275 pps/ch (p= 0.002) and 350 pps/ch (p = 0.034). Also 900 pps/ch program showed significantly better SRT compared to 275 pps/ch (p = 0.005). Eight out of ten subjects showed improved performance with the 500 or 900 pps/ch rate programs. Small but significant learning effects were observed for sentences in noise scores for all four stimulation rate programs (F [3, 27] = 9.39; p= 0.013). Mean SRT decreased by 0.6 dB during the second session. There was no significant interaction effect between stimulation rate and the evaluation stage (F [3, 27] = 2.04; p= 0.13). Individual data analysis revealed a significant rate effect for the sentence test (p<0.001) in eight out of ten subjects. All of these eight subjects showed improved performance with the 500 and/or 900 pps/ch rate programs. Subject 1 performed equally well with the 500 and 900 pps/ch stimulation rate programs. The performance was significantly better with both these programs compared to the 275 and 350 pps/ch rate programs (p<0.05). Subject 2 showed improved performance with the 900 pps/ch program. Pair wise multiple comparison with the Tukey test indicated significant differences between the mean SRT obtained with 275 pps/ch program versus all other rate programs (p< 0.05), and also between the mean SRT obtained with the 350 and 900 pps/ch programs (p= 0.025). No significant differences were observed between the SRTs for the 350 and 500 pps/ch programs and the SRTs for the 500 and 900 pps/ch programs. Subjects 5 and 6 also obtained their best SRTs with the 900 pps/ch compared to 350 and 500 pps/ch stimulation rates (p <0.05). Subject 9 showed improved performance with 900 pps/ch compared to 275 pps/ch (p<0.001) and 350 pps/ch (p= 0.01) programs. This subject also showed better SRT for 500 pps/ch compared to 275 pps/ch rate program (p= 0.032). Subjects 3, 4 and 8 performed best with the 500 pps/ch stimulation rate. For subject 3, the results for 500 pps/ch condition were significantly better than 275 pps/ch stimulation rate (p=0.001). For subject 4 and subject 8, mean SRTs with 500 pps/ch stimulation rate were significantly better than all other stimulation rates. Subjects 7 and 10 did not show any significant difference in performance when tested for sentences in noise for all four stimulation rates. Figure 12 . Group mean preference ratings of helpfulness for the four rate programs averaged across four categories (listening in quiet, listening in noise, listening media devices & listening to soft speech) and across 18 listening situations (overall). A rating of 1 represented "no help" and a rating of 5 represented "extremely helpful.
Sentence test results
After providing helpfulness ratings, subjects were asked to indicate their first preferences in quiet, noise and overall. Subjects were asked to describe if their preferred rate program sounded "very similar", "slightly better", "moderately better" or "much better" than the other programs. As shown in figure 10 , five subjects reported their preferred program in quiet to be slightly better than other programs, two reported them moderately better and the remaining three subjects reported them as very similar to other programs. For speech in noise (figure 11), four subjects rated their preferred program in noise as moderately better than other programs; two subjects rated them much better than other programs; two subjects rated them slightly better and the remaining two reported them as very similar to other programs.
Relationship between questionnaire results and speech perception outcomes
The questionnaire results were described in terms of average ratings of helpfulness and the subject's first preferences in quiet, noise and overall. For nine out of the ten subjects there was consistency in the average helpfulness ratings in noise and the subjects' first preferences in noise. There was no close relation between the helpfulness ratings and the first preferences in quiet.
There does not appear to be a close relationship between each subject's subjective preference and the rate program that provided best speech perception. Only two subjects (subject 1 and 8), who scored consistently better on a particular rate program in quiet and noise, chose that program as the most preferred. However, only subject 1 showed consistency between speech test outcomes and helpfulness ratings in quiet and noise. One subject showed consistency between the rate program that provided best speech perception in noise and the most preferred program in noise. Subject 9 scored best with 900 pps/ch rate in noise and preferred this rate in noise. This subject rated 350, 500 and 900 pps/ch equally on helpfulness rating.
For two subjects (subjects 2 and 3) there was a partial agreement between the speech perception scores in noise and the subjective preference. Subject 2 performed best with 900 pps/ch for speech perception in noise, but there was no significant difference in speech performance in noise for 500 and 900 pps/ch. This subject preferred 500 pps/ch stimulation rate in quiet and noise and the average rating of helpfulness in noise was also highest for 500 pps/ch rate. Subject 3 performed best with 500 pps/ch for sentence perception in noise and preferred this program when listening in quiet. This subject preferred 350 pps/ch rate in noise and overall and the average helpfulness rating in noise was highest with this rate program.
Five subjects' (subjects 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10) speech test outcomes did not agree with their subjective preferences. However, the average helpfulness ratings were more or less similar to the first preferences for these five subjects.
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At the conclusion of the study, six of the ten subjects (subjects 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 10) continued to use a different rate program compared to their everyday rate program (used prior to the commencement of the study). One of these six subjects (subject 6) preferred to continue with the rate program with the best sentence in noise perception score and the remaining five subjects continued with the most preferred program (overall) based on the questionnaire results. O v e r a l l 0242 1 1 Table 2 . The table shows the number of subjects reporting their first preferences in quiet, noise and overall for the four rate programs.
pps/ch
Discussion
Speech perception in quiet and noise
The group averaged scores for monosyllables in quiet showed no significant effect of rate. However, significantly better group results for sentence perception in noise were observed for 500 and 900 pps/ch rates compared to 275 pps/ch stimulation rate and for 500 pps/ch compared to 350 pps/ch rate. Individual data analysis showed improvements with stimulation rates of 500 pps/ch or higher in eight out of ten subjects for sentence perception in noise. Three out of these eight subjects showed benefit with 500 pps/ch and four subjects showed benefit with 900 pps/ch rate. One subject showed improvement with both 500 and 900 pps/ch stimulation rates.
Four out of ten subjects were using 250 pps/ch stimulation rate in their clinical fitted processor before the commencement of the study. Two out of these four subjects showed improved performance with 500 pps/ch, one improved with 900 pps/ch, and the remaining subject showed no effect of rate on speech perception. This suggests that subjects had enough time to become familiar with the higher rate conditions. The remaining six subjects in the study had been using stimulation rates ranging between 500-1200 pps/ch prior to commencement of the study. Four out of these six subjects (including the subject who performed equally with 500 and 900 pps/ch) showed improvement with 900 pps/ch stimulation rate. Better speech perception with 900 pps/ch rate could have been due to the prolonged use of higher stimulation rates prior to commencement of the study.
The CNC test results are somewhat consistent with previous studies that used Nucleus devices with the ACE strategy (Vandali et al., 2000; Holden et al., 2002; Plant et al., 2007 and Weber et al., 2007) . In these studies, monosyllabic word or consonant perception was not affected by the increasing stimulation rates. Results in this study are also somewhat consistent with a recent clinical trial by Cochlear Ltd. (2007) (Reference Note 1), which showed no significant difference in the lower (500-1200 pps/ch) or higher set of rates (1800-3500 pps/ch) for the subjects tested with CNC words.
Most of the previous studies that used Nucleus devices have reported variable rate effects for CI individuals. Some of the subjects in these studies have shown improvement with increased stimulation rates for some of the speech material. Therefore, these studies emphasize the importance of optimizing stimulation rates for individual cochlear implantees. Their results suggest that increasing stimulation rates could provide clinical benefit to some of the cochlear implantees (Vandali et al., 2000; Holden et al., 2002; Plant et al., 2002; Plant et al., 2007) . The variable effect of increasing stimulation rates in these studies is consistent with the results of this study, in that not all subjects preferred or showed improved performance with the highest rate (900 pps/ch) tested. For instance, subject 4 and subject 8 performed significantly better with the 500 pps/ch compared to the 900 pps/ch rate. However, in the studies by Vandali et al. (2000) and Holden et al. (2002) Analysis of speech perception results across sessions in this study revealed no significant effect of session for the group CNC scores in quiet. However, a significant effect of session was observed for sentence perception in noise scores. Whilst a session effect was observed (which may well have been due to task/rate program learning), scores for all four rate programs showed similar effects of session. Thus given that a balanced design for evaluation of rate was employed in this study, no one rate condition was advantaged by learning within the study.
Subjective preferences and speech perception
Some individual variability was also observed in subjective preference results, although the majority of subjects chose 500 or 350 pps/ch rates as their first preferences in quiet, noise and overall.
The individual subjective preference findings in this study initially appear at odds with the results of speech perception outcomes in quiet, in which results for seven of the ten subjects showed no significant effect of rate for monosyllables in quiet. However, six of these seven subjects indicated that there was little difference between their preferred rate program and the other rate programs (see figure 10 ). On the other hand, three of the five subjects (subjects 1, 2, 4, 8 and 9) who showed some consistencies between the speech perception and the subjective preferences in noise indicated that their preferences were reasonably strong and that their preferred programs were moderately/much better than the other rate programs (see figure 11) . Two of the five subjects, in which inconsistencies between the speech perception in noise and the subjective preference in noise were observed, indicated a weak preference for their preferred rates. The other three, however indicated a strong preference for their preferred rate.
Clinical ramifications
The present study's findings support previous research, suggesting that optimization of stimulation rate is useful and can lead to better CI recipient outcomes. However, optimization becomes difficult when speech testing outcomes are incompatible with the subject's questionnaire responses. The present study did not reveal a close relation between speech perception outcomes and questionnaire responses. It is possible that the questionnaire data in this study is less likely to be as reliable as the speech perception data. Self reported data in questionnaires is often affected by factors such as how well the subject interprets questions, and compares different rate programs. For example, a recipient may not compare the different rate programs under similar listening conditions. In this study, there was the added difficulty of not being able to toggle between the four rate programs. The recipient instead had to swap processors to compare all four programs. However, all recipients were diligent in taking the two ESPrit™ 3G processors to compare the four rate programs in the 18 listening situations.
Although optimization of stimulation rate appears to be beneficial, time restraints will often prevent clinicians from comparing speech perception outcomes with different stimulation rates. An adaptive procedure called genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975) may offer potential in optimizing stimulation rate along with other parameters. This procedure, based on the genetic "survival of the fittest", guides the recipient through hundreds of processor MAPs towards preferred programs in quiet and in noise. The MAPs vary in terms of speech coding parameters such as, stimulation rate, number of channels, and number of maxima. To date, genetic algorithm (GA) research in experienced CI recipients has not shown better outcomes compared to standard MAPs programmed using default parameters (Wakefield et al., 2005; Lineaweaver et al., 2006) . It remains to be seen whether or not the GA algorithm provides significant benefits for newly implanted subjects who are not biased by prolonged use of default parameters such as a particular stimulation rate.
Preference of the majority of subjects in this study for 500 pps/ch rate in quiet, noise and overall is somewhat consistent with the results of Balkany et al. (2007) , where 67% of the subjects preferred the slower strategy (ACE) over the faster rate strategy (ACE RE) with the majority of subjects preferring the slowest rate in each strategy (500 pps/ch in ACE and 1800 pps/ch in ACE RE). However, in contrast to the present study, there was no significant effect of rate on the speech perception outcomes in their study.
Subjects who had been using 250 pps/ch stimulation rate for their everyday use prior to commencement of the present study showed improved performance with 500 or 900 pps/ch. In light of this finding, it is recommended that CI recipients who have been using very low stimulation rates should be mapped with either 500 or 900 pps/ch and given an opportunity to trial the higher rate MAP in different listening environments over a number of weeks.
The findings of previous research (Weber et al., 2007; Cochlear Ltd. 2007 , Reference Note 1; Balkany et al., 2007) suggest that for majority of the subjects using Nucleus implants, stimulation rates between 500 pps/ch and 1200 pps/ch should be tried. The present investigation's findings are compatible, suggesting that clinicians should program Nucleus recipients with the rates 500 pps/ch or 900 pps/ch. However, it needs to be remembered that the present study's conclusions are based on a limited number of subjects. Clinicians could consider providing the 500 pps/ch rate as an initial option with the ACE strategy. This rate has the advantage of offering increased battery life compared to the 900 pps/ch rate. Then, if time permits, recipients could compare the 500 pps/ch rate to the 900 pps/ch rate. If for example, the recipient prefers 900 pps/ch and test results in noise show better performance for 900 pps/ch compared to 500 pps/ch, he/she could then be given the opportunity to try 1200 pps/ch.
Study 2: Effect of stimulation rate on modulation detection
This section provides the details of the study by Arora et al (2010) which determined whether modulation detection at different stimulation rates predicts speech perception at these rates.
Rationale
Modulation detection thresholds (MDTs) measured electrically have been found to be closely related to the subjects' speech perception ability with CI and auditory brainstem implant (Cazals et al, 1994 , Fu, 2002 Colletti and Shannon, 2005) . In addition, studies investigating the effect of relatively high and low stimulation rates on MDTs have shown that MDTs are poorer at high stimulation rates (Galvin and Fu, 2005; Pfingst et al., 2007) . The study by Galvin and Fu (2005) showed that rate had a significant effect on the MDTs with lower rates (250 pps/ch) having lower thresholds than the higher rates (2000 pps/ch). Similarly, lower MDTs for 250 pps/ch compared to 4000 pps/ch stimulation rate were observed in the study by Pfingst et al. (2007) . These studies suggest that the response properties of auditory neurons to electrical stimulation along with limitation imposed by their refractory behavior must be considered in CI systems (Wilson et al., 1997; Rubinstein et al., 1998) . Pfingst et al. (2007) also reported that the average MDTs for 250 pps/ch and 4000 pps/ch were lowest at the apical and the basal end of the electrode array respectively.
Across site variations in modulation detection found by Pfingst et al. (2007 Pfingst et al. ( , 2008 suggest that testing modulation detection only at one or two sites (as in the studies by Shannon, 1992; Busby et al., 1993; Cazals et al, 1994; Fu, 2002; Galvin and Fu, 2005) may not provide a complete assessment of a CI recipient's modulation sensitivity. In addition, in modern CI sound processors, speech is not coded at one or two specific electrode sites. In current filter bank strategies, many electrode sites are stimulated sequentially based on the amplitude spectrum of the input waveform. In a typical ACE strategy, up to 8 to 10 electrodes are selected based on the channels with the greatest amplitude. Thus, when measuring MDTs, it may be more realistic to measure them with speech-like signals, which will measure modulation detection across multiple electrodes.
In the current study, modulation sensitivity for low to moderate stimulation rates was measured using acoustic stimuli. Electrode place and intensity coding of the stimuli was representative of vowel-like signals. The vowel-like stimulus stimulated multiple electrodes as in the ACE strategy. It can be argued that MDTs measured across multiple electrodes may be dominated by a few electrodes due to across electrode variations in stimulus levels.
However, in the current study all subjects used MP1+2 mode of stimulation and thus the across electrode variations in stimulation levels were small for all subjects. The depth and frequency of sinusoidal amplitude modulation in the stimulus envelope of each channel was controlled in the experiment. Given that it has been found that CI subjects are most sensitive to the modulations between 50-100 Hz (Shannon, 1992; Busby et al., 1993) , modulation frequencies of 50 and 100 Hz were examined. Speech recognition has been found to correlate well with MDTs averaged across various stimulation levels of the electrical dynamic range (Fu, 2002) . Therefore, this study presented stimuli at an acoustic level that produced electrical levels close to the subjects' most comfortable loudness (MCL) level of stimulation and at a softer acoustic level of 20 dB below this. In previous CI literature, MDTs have been measured using modulated electrical pulse trains; however, in the present study MDTs were measured using acoustic vowel-like stimuli (referred to as Acoustic MDTs in this chapter). Thus for comparison to previous literature, the Acoustic MDTs were transformed to their equivalent current MDTs (referred to as Electric MDTs in this chapter). Acoustic MDTs were of interest because when stimuli are presented acoustically, the differences among different stimulation rate maps are taken into account as in real-life situations for CI users. It is likely that Acoustic MDTs are affected by the subjects' electrical dynamic ranges which can vary with rate of stimulation. This study examined the influence of electrical dynamic range on Acoustic MDTs.
This study was specifically designed to determine:  Whether rates of stimulation (between 275 and 900 pps/ch) affect modulation detection for vowel-like signals stimulating multiple electrodes.  Whether modulation detection at different stimulation rates predicts speech perception at these rates.
Method
Modulation detection thresholds were measured for the same 10 subjects who had previously participated in study 1. A repeated ABCD experimental design for the four rate conditions was employed. Evaluation order for rate conditions was balanced across subjects. Four MDT data points were recorded for each rate condition at two modulation frequencies and two stimulation levels (4 data points X 4 rates X 2 modulation frequencies X 2 levels) in each phase of the repeated experimental design.
A sinusoidally amplitude modulated acoustic signal with a carrier frequency of 2 kHz was presented to the audio input of a research processor. The research processor maps were based on the map parameters used in study 1. Most strategy parameters (e.g. number of maxima, pulse width, mode) were kept the same as those used in study 1. However, the maps differed from conventional maps in that only one band-pass filter with a bandwidth of 1.5 to 2.5 kHz (center frequency = 2 kHz) was mapped to all the active electrodes in the map. This was done so that all electrodes received the same temporal information for the test stimuli. The electrical threshold and comfortable levels of stimulation for each electrode were taken from the maps used in study 1.
The signal was used to modulate the envelope of electrical pulse trains interleaved across eight electrode sites. The choice of which 8 electrodes were activated in the maps was based on which electrodes were on average activated in conventional maps for the vowels /a/ and /i/ spoken by a male Australian speaker. This was done by analyzing the spectrograms of each vowel (four different tokens per vowel) and measuring the spectral magnitude at frequencies which coincided with the center frequencies of the bands used in the conventional maps. Two separate vowel maps, one for each vowel, with different sets of fixed electrodes were created. The SAM acoustic stimuli when presented through the experimental map thus provided vowel-like place coding and a SAM temporal envelope code on each channel activated. In addition, the modulation frequency and depth could be controlled systematically via the input SAM signal. For convenience this stimulus will be referred to as a vowel-like SAM stimulus throughout this study.
Modulation frequencies of 50 and100 Hz were presented at an acoustic level that produced electrical levels close to the subjects' most comfortable level (MCL) of stimulation and at an acoustic level 20 dB below this. Modulation depth was varied in the 3AFC task to obtain a threshold level where the subject could discriminate between the modulated and unmodulated waveform for a particular modulation frequency. A jitter of +/-3 dB was applied to minimize any loudness effects on measurement of MDTs.
Results
Stimulation rate effect on electrical dynamic range
As stimulation rate increased from 250 to 900 pps/ch, mean DR (averaged across the eight most active electrodes that were selected as maxima when coding vowels /a/ and /i/) increased from 40.5 to 51.7 CL (or from ~6.9 dB to 8.9 dB in current) for the vowel /a/ map and from 37.6 to 47.8 CL (or from ~6.5 dB to 8.2 dB in current) for the vowel /i/ map. These levels were obtained after all four rate programs were balanced for loudness. Figure 13 shows Acoustic MDTs for the two modulation frequencies and four stimulation rate conditions measured at MCL in the left most panels (a, c, and e) and at MCL-20 dB in Repeated measures analysis of variance for Acoustic MDTs averaged across the two vowels revealed a significant effect of rate (F [3, 27] = 3.6, p = 0.026). The Mauchley test of Sphericity showed that sphericity was violated for the rate effect. However, the effect remained significant after the G-G (Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959) correction was applied to the degrees of freedom and the p values.
Effects of stimulation rate, modulation frequency and presentation level on MDTs
Acoustic MDTs
Post-hoc comparisons for the effect of rate revealed significantly lower MDTs for 500 pps/ch compared to 275 pps/ch rate. There were no significant effects of the other main factors, "modulation frequency" and "level", on MDTs. The interaction between rate and modulation frequency was not significant, but there was a significant interaction between rate and level. Post-hoc comparisons revealed significantly lower MDTs for 500 and 900 pps/ch rates compared to 275 pps/ch rate at MCL, but no significant effect of rate at MCL-20 dB. MDTs at MCL were significantly lower than those at MCL-20 dB for the rate of 500 pps/ch. The interaction between modulation frequency and level was significant. MDTs for 50 Hz were significantly lower than those for 100 Hz modulation at MCL-20 dB and MDTs at MCL were significantly lower compared to those at MCL-20 dB for the modulation frequency of 100 Hz. A similar pattern of results to those above were observed for separate analyses of each vowel. Figure 14 shows Electric MDTs, averaged across the subject group, for the two modulation frequencies and four stimulation rate programs measured at MCL and MCL-20 dB level. Repeated measures three-way analysis of variance for Electric MDTs averaged across the two vowels revealed a significant effect of rate (F [3, 27] = 3.54, p = 0.028), modulation frequency (F [1, 27 ] = 6.66, p = 0.030), and level (F [1,27] = 78.88, p < 0.001). The sphericity assumption was violated for the effect of rate; however, the effect remained significant after the G-G correction was applied.
Electric MDTs
Post-hoc comparisons for the rate effect revealed no significant comparisons between pairs of stimulation rates. Post-hoc comparisons for the effect of modulation frequency revealed significantly lower MDTs for 50 Hz compared to those for 100 Hz modulation frequency and the post-hoc comparisons for the effect of level revealed significantly lower MDTs at MCL compared to those at MCL-20 dB.
The interaction between rate and modulation frequency was not significant. Interaction between rate and level was significant. At MCL-20 dB, MDTs for 900 pps/ch rate were significantly poorer than all other stimulation rates whereas there was no significant effect of rate at MCL. MDTs at MCL were significantly lower than those at MCL-20 dB for all stimulation rates. The interaction effect between modulation frequency and level was also significant. At MCL, there was no significant effect of modulation frequency on MDTs whereas at MCL-20 dB, MDTs for 50 Hz were significantly lower than those at 100 Hz modulation frequency. MDTs at MCL were significantly lower compared to those at MCL-20 dB for both modulation frequencies (50 and 100 Hz) Again, similar patterns of results to those above at MCL and MCL-20 dB were observed for separate analyses of each vowel. 
Relationship between the speech perception outcomes and MDTs
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to assess the effect of MDTs averaged across both stimulation levels (MCL and MCL-20 dB) on speech perception results (study 1) showed no significant relationships between Acoustic or Electric MDTs and speech perception in quiet and noise. Similar results were obtained on a separate analysis for the Acoustic and Electric MDTs measured at MCL-20 dB.
Results of the ANCOVA showed that MDTs (averaged across 50 and 100 Hz modulation frequencies) at different simulation rates at MCL predicted sentences in noise outcomes (SRTs) at these stimulation rates (F [1, 29] = 9.26, p = 0.005). Lower MDTs were associated with lower SRTs. The ANCOVA results also revealed that the estimate for the average slope for subjects was 0.35 (se = 0.11). There were no significant effects of Acoustic or Electric MDTs measured at MCL on speech perception in quiet (CNC scores).
ANCOVA results to assess the effect of electrical dynamic range on SRTs showed a significant relationship between electrical dynamic range and SRTs (F [1, 29] = 5.52, p = 0.026). The estimate for the average slope for subjects was -0.084 (se = 0.035).
Discussion
Effects of modulation frequency and presentation level on MDTs
Both Acoustic and Electric MDTs were significantly lower for 50 Hz compared to 100 Hz modulation frequency at the lower presentation level (MCL-20 dB). These results are somewhat consistent with the findings of previous studies in which a progressive increase in modulation thresholds for modulation frequencies above approximately 100 Hz has been reported (Shannon, 1992; and Busby et al., 1993) . The Electric MDTs (averaged across 50 and 100 Hz modulation frequencies) presented at MCL were either equivalent to, or better than, those at MCL-20 dB for all rates examined. The Acoustic MDTs at MCL were significantly better than those at MCL-20 dB for 500 pps/ch for MDTs averaged across 50 and 100 Hz. These findings are compatible with those of previous studies (Shannon, 1992; Fu, 2002; Galvin and Fu, 2005; Pfingst et al., 2007) .
Effects of stimulation rate on MDTs
Significant effects of stimulation rate were found for MDTs; however the effects varied between presentation levels and between how MDTs were defined. For Electric MDTs, which were derived from the modulation depth of current levels (in µA) averaged across the stimulated electrodes, best MDTs were observed for rates of 500 pps/ch or lower, and poorest MDTs were obtained at 900 pps/ch. This trend was significant at the lower presentation level (MCL-20 dB).In contrast, for Acoustic MDTs derived directly from the modulation depth in the SAM stimulus; the effect of rate was somewhat different and varied across level. At the high presentation level (MCL), best MDTs were observed for rates of 500 pps/ch or higher, and poorest thresholds were observed at the lower stimulation rates. No significant effect of rate was observed at MCL-20 dB.
The differences across rates between the Acoustic and Electric MDTs can be partially attributed to differences in the range of electrical current levels employed across each rate map. Because the electrical dynamic range employed in maps increased with increasing stimulation rate, a smaller depth of modulation in the acoustic input signal is required for higher rate maps in order to produce the same range of modulation in electrical current levels coded for each rate map. Thus, the effects observed for MDTs expressed in acoustic levels in which modulation sensitivity was better at 900 pps/ch compared to 350 and 275 pps/ch, can be partly accounted for by the increase in electrical dynamic range that was coded in the higher rate maps, at least for MDTs measured at the higher presentation level. At the lower presentation level, it is likely that the increased dynamic range at 900 pps/ch rate could not compensate for the poorer Electric MDTs obtained at that rate.
It can be argued that differences in the absolute current levels at each rate examined (due to different T and C levels for each rate program) might have affected the MDT results. This effect could be more pronounced at MCL-20 dB level, because the effects of stimulation rate on loudness summation are larger at lower stimulation levels (McKay and McDermott, 1998; McKay et al., 2001 ) which is consistent with the reduction in T levels with increasing rate noted in the current study. However, care was taken to loudness balance all rate programs and thus absolute differences in current levels coded for each rate condition are unlikely to have translated to substantial differences in loudness across rates.
There is some psychophysical evidence Fu, 2005 and Pfingst et al., 2007) to support the findings of the current study, although these studies explored a different range of stimulation rates and modulation frequencies. They did report better MDTs for lower stimulation rates (250 pps/ch) compared to the higher stimulation rates (≥ 2000 pps/ch) which is consistent with the poorer Electric MDTs found at 900 pps/ch compared to the lower rates in the present study.
Relationship between modulation detection and speech perception
This study did not observe significant relationship between speech perception and Acoustic or Electric MDTs averaged across MCL and MCL-20 dB. This finding is inconsistent with the previous findings which reported a significant correlation between speech perception scores and average modulation detection thresholds at various stimulation levels across the dynamic range (Fu, 2002; Luo et al., 2008) .This difference may be in part attributed to the fact that the mean MDTs which were measured through direct electrical stimulation in these previous studies across the various levels of dynamic range are not comparable to the mean MDTs measured at only two stimulation levels in the present study. These studies did not report relationships between speech perception and MDTs at specific stimulation levels. In addition, stimulation rate was not examined in these studies.
For modulation detection measured at MCL, significant effects of Acoustic MDTs and electrical dynamic range (DR) on speech recognition in noise were found in the present study. Acoustic MDTs were of interest, because for both speech and modulation tests, the stimuli were presented through sound processor maps and thus the effects of electrical stimulation level differences between maps with different dynamic ranges were taken into account. Furthermore, a positive correlation between electrical DR and speech test results in noise suggests that the increase in electrical DR with rate contributed to the increase in speech test scores in noise with rate, at least for rates up to 500 pps/ch. These results were somewhat consistent with the previous findings by Pfingst and Xu (2005) which showed that subjects with larger mean dynamic range had better speech recognition in quiet and noise.
At the highest rate (900 pps/ch), speech perception results were equal to, or worse, than those at 500 pps/ch, particularly for the speech in noise test. In addition, Electric MDTs were poorest at 900 pps/ch compared to 500 pps/ch, which is consistent with findings of other studies where poorer MDTs were observed for higher rates of stimulation (e.g., Fu, 2005 and Pfingst et al., 2007) . Thus, the benefits to speech perception obtained with an increase in electrical DR may be offset by a reduction in modulation detection sensitivity with increasing rate. The rate for which the effect of increased electrical DR is counteracted by a decrease in modulation detection sensitivity is likely to vary between subjects, speech material, and presentation levels. For the subjects in the current study, although a rate of 500 pps/ch was found to provide the best speech perception results, it is possible that some other rate between 500 and 900 pps/ch, or perhaps even higher, may have provided better speech perception results and/or a better correlation with the electrical DR and modulation detection sensitivity.
At the lower presentation levels (MCL-20 dB), MDTs (Acoustic and Electric) did not correlate with speech perception outcomes. Similar findings were observed by Chatterjee and Peng (2008) . In their study no significant correlation was obtained between MDTs measured at soft levels (i.e., at 50% of the dynamic range) and speech intonation recognition presented at comfortable levels.
Clinical ramifications
An interesting observation of the current study was that the effect of rate on MDTs and speech perception was not monotonic and that lowest (best) MDTs were obtained at a rate of 500 pps/ch. Furthermore, no significant benefit in speech perception was obtained using the higher rate of 900 pps/ch. Thus, clinicians could consider providing the 500 pps/ch rate as an initial option with the ACE strategy, which also has the advantage of offering increased battery life compared to the higher stimulation rates. However, it needs to be remembered that the present study's conclusions are based on a limited number of subjects and that rates between 500 and 900 pps/ch, or even higher, were not examined. Such rates may have provided benefits to speech perception above those obtained at a rate of 500 pps/ch.
Conclusion
The above studies investigated the effect of slow and moderate stimulation rates on speech perception and modulation detection in recipients of the Nucleus cochlear implant. Group results for sentence perception in noise showed improved performance for 500 and/or 900 pps/ch stimulation rates but no significant rate effect was observed for monosyllabic perception in quiet. Most subjects preferred the 500 pps/ch stimulation rate in noise. However, a close relationship between each subject's subjective preference and the rate program that provided best speech perception was not observed.
The variable outcomes obtained in the reported studies on stimulation rate could be influenced by factors such as audiological history, length of implant use, and duration of hearing loss, speech processing strategy employed or the implant system used by the implantee. Given the variability of these factors across subjects, it may be important to optimize the stimulation rate for an individual cochlear implantee.
In study 2, cochlear implant subjects' speech perception was compared with their psychoacoustic temporal processing abilities. The aim was to find an objective method for optimizing stimulation rates for cochlear implantees. This study uniquely used multichannel stimuli to measure modulation detection. Best Acoustic MDTs at MCL were obtained at a rate of 500 pps/ch. MDTs at 900 pps/ch rate were slightly worse and poorest results were observed at the lower rates. No significant effect of rate was observed for Acoustic MDTs at MCL-20 dB. For Electric MDTs at MCL-20 dB, best MDTs were obtained for rates of 500 pps/ch or lower, and poorest MDTs were obtained at 900 pps/ch. Acoustic MDTs are a realistic measure of MDTs since they take into account the map differences in dynamic range across stimulation rates. Acoustic MDTs at MCL at different stimulation rates predicted sentence perception in noise at these rates.
Future research
The ESPrit™ 3G processor offers an option to use a stimulation rate of 720 pps/ch, which was not evaluated in the current study. It would have been interesting to investigate sentence perception in noise with 720 pps/ch for subjects 4 and 8 who showed benefit with 500 pps/ch but showed deterioration with 900 pps/ch. The future work could explore the relationship between speech perception and modulation detection across higher rates of stimulation (>900 pps/ch). In addition, speech perception tests could also be carried out at softer levels to examine possible correlations with MDTs measured at softer levels.
